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In Lock Haven Next Year, 

At the session of the Eastern synod of | 

the Reformed church it was decided to | 

meet next year in St. Luke's Reformed | 
church at Lock Haven 
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Philadelphia may bring up the rear; its 
spark of liberty is not quite trampled out 
it may some day cease to be the dirtiest 
smear on the map of the United States, 

In conclusion, we would add that 
Sheatz was nominated by the political 

| gang who built the capitol and manipu- 
ate the affairs of this state. A vote for 
Sheatz means a continuance of the same 
An If thatis what you want vote 
or Sheats for state treasurer, 

Justice smites some men with a heavy 
hand, but many a man is kept down 
merely by being under his wife's thumb,  


